SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 28 October 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, overcast, winds 09 knots, temperature high -04C,

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling,
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

Drill Team
• No station support as normal day off for station so no work at Transition
• Opened Minivan7 and checked out all items for damage and shifting
• Worked on drill plan for Lake Mercer

SCINI Team (for Oct 27 & 28)
• Prepped SCINI
• Remote Rebuild of McPilot software.
• Laser/light interfacing
• Programmed addresses into 44 boards
• CT sensor test preparation
• Resealed Power Supply end cap
• Worked on SCINI cable routing
• SCINI winch delivered to loading dock and unpacked
• Sea ice training

Cargo: No new cargo

Notes: I will repeat that considering the late start cargo and the traverse folks are doing a good job of getting us caught up.

Report by Dennis Duling
MiniVan 7 in cargo yard with drill parts and filters cartridges for drill system Photo: Dennis Duling